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We propose a new method to measure the tensor-to-scalar ratio r using the circular polarization of the
21 cm radiation from the pre-reionization epoch. Our method relies on the splitting of the F ¼ 1 hyperfine
level of neutral hydrogen due to the quadrupole moment of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). We
show that unlike the Zeeman effect, where MF ¼ 1 have opposite energy shifts, the CMB quadrupole
shifts MF ¼ 1 together relative to MF ¼ 0. This splitting leads to a small circular polarization of the
emitted 21 cm radiation. In this paper (Paper I in a series on this effect), we present calculations on the
microphysics behind this effect, accounting for all processes that affect the hyperfine transition. We
conclude with an analytic formula for the circular polarization from the Dark Ages as a function of pre-
reionization parameters and the value of the remote quadrupole of the CMB. We also calculate the splitting
of the F ¼ 1 hyperfine level due to other anisotropic radiation sources and show that they are not dominant.
In a companion paper (Paper II) we make forecasts for measuring the tensor-to-scalar ratio r using future
radio arrays.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the major programs in modern cosmology is the
search for primordial gravitational waves from inflation.
Inflation is the leading paradigm for the solution to the
horizon and flatness problems, and for the origin of large-
scale structure, which is ascribed to quantum perturbations
in the early Universe [1–3]. In addition to scalar (or density)
perturbations, inflation also predicts a spectrum of tensor
(or gravitational wave) perturbations, whose amplitude is
directly related to the Hubble rate during inflation. A
confirmed detection of the tensor perturbations would be
a major victory for inflation, and characterization of the
background would open a new window into the earliest
fraction of a second of cosmic history.
At present, the most advanced probe of the primordial
tensor perturbations is the polarization of the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) [4–7]: the quadrupole
anisotropy in the CMB induced by the shear strain of
the gravitational wave is transformed via Thomson scatter-
ing into a polarization signal. In the late 1990s, it was found
that one type of polarization mode in the CMB—the
B-mode—is not sourced at linear order by scalar perturba-
tions and is thus a potentially clean probe of the tensors
[8,9]. The B-mode polarization is expected to show two
peaks due to the two visible epochs with free electrons
available: a “recombination” peak at angular scales of a few
degrees, and a “reionization” peak at angular scales of
several tens of degrees.
In 2014, the BICEP2 experiment reported a detection of
degree-scale B-mode polarization consistent with a tensor-
to-scalar ratio of r ≈ 0.2 [10]. However, joint analyses of
the BICEP2 and Planck data revealed that the observed
B-mode polarization could be attributed to Galactic dust
[11–14]. The present upper bound on r from combinations
of multi-frequency CMB polarization data with more
model-dependent constraints is r < 0.07 (95% CL) [15].
While the near term agenda for primordial gravitational
wave studies focuses on the B-mode polarization produced
by linear theory, there remains a great deal of interest in
other potential methods to probe primordial gravitational
waves, both to confirm this interpretation of a detected
polarization signal (as opposed to other exotica that can
produce B-modes [16]) and to measure its spectral proper-
ties such as the tensor spectral index nt. Several proposals
are based on conventional CMB and large-scale structure
observables. One is to use higher-order correlation
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functions of the galaxy and arcminute-scale CMB polari-
zation fields [17]. Another is to use the tidal alignment of
galaxies observed in weak lensing surveys [18–20] (the
detection of the weak lensing shear B-mode in next-
generation galaxy surveys seems unpromising [21]). Yet
another idea is to use the frequency dependence of
Rayleigh scattering immediately after hydrogen recombi-
nation to obtain an additional set of B-mode multipoles
[22]. In the longer term, the community has realized that
other observables have the potential to either probe much
smaller values of r and/or extend the range of wave
numbers k, if the daunting technical challenges can be
addressed. At the high-k end of the spectrum, direct
detection of inflationary gravitational waves with a network
of laser interferometers may be possible [23–25]. At the
cosmic scale, the ultimate probe of large scale structure (in
terms of the number of modes available) is provided by the
redshifted 21 cm line of hydrogen [26]. A very futuristic
cosmic variance-limited 21 cm experiment sensitive to
gravitational waves down to r ∼ 10−9 via gravitational
lensing and intrinsic alignment effects on the local power
spectrum [27,28].
In a series of earlier papers [29,30] we considered the
effect of primordial magnetic fields on the statistics of
21 cm radiation, which arises due to the Zeeman splitting of
the F ¼ 1 hyperfine excited level of hydrogen. (We use the
conventional quantum number F for the total angular
momentum of the atom, including electron and nuclear
spins.) We showed that this splitting changes the angular
distribution of emitted radiation from atoms that were
excited by an anisotropic radiation field, and hence leads
to a characteristic correction to the observed brightness
temperature at 21ð1þ zÞ cm at second order in the optical
depth τ. During the course of our investigations, we learned
that the CMB anisotropy also leads to a splitting of the
F ¼ 1 level, but that the splitting has different symmetry
properties (in the Zeeman effect the MF ¼ 1 levels have
opposite energy shifts, whereas the CMB quadrupole shifts
MF ¼ 1 together relative to MF ¼ 0). This leads to a
qualitatively different outcome: whereas the Zeeman effect
on the 21 cm line leads to an anisotropic temperature power
spectrum, the CMB anisotropy results in a small circular
polarization in the 21 cm line. This circular polarization is
in principle observable to us today since (unlike linear
polarization) it is not scrambled by Faraday rotation during
its propagation through the Milky Way (and possibly the
intergalactic medium). The purpose of this paper (“Paper I”
in this series) is to report on the calculation of the micro-
physics of this effect. In a companion paper (“Paper II”) we
assess the detectability of primordial gravitational waves
through this novel channel and discuss the foreground
challenges.
This paper is organized as follows: we outline the
formalism used for our calculation in Sec. II. The key
calculation of this paper is outlined in Sec. III, where we
compute the relative change in hyperfine energy levels due
to an anisotropic photon bath and provide a semi-classical
explanation of the effect. We compute the relative change in
the hyperfine energy levels due to an anisotropic photon
bath in Sec. III. The key calculation of this paper is
contained in Sec. IV, in which we compute the orientation
of the hydrogen spins due to the precession associated with
the energy splitting, and provide a semi-classical explan-
ation of the effect. We calculate the effect of the remote
CMB quadrupole on 21 cm polarization in Sec. V, and we
summarize our results in Sec. VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND FORMALISM
The signal described in this paper has three major
ingredients. First, the hydrogen atom spins are aligned
by short-wavelength density perturbations due to the finite
optical depth in the 21 cm line. Second, the spins precess in
the background CMB quadrupole (which is nearly constant
over scales much larger than the density perturbations).
Finally, the decay of the spin-polarized upper state of the
hydrogen atoms produces polarized 21 cm radiation. This
section summarizes the formalism of Venumadhav et al.
[29] (hereafter V17) for describing these processes.
A. Atomic spin polarization
The distribution of the hydrogen atoms among the 4
hyperfine states jFMFi is described by a quantummechani-
cal density matrix, as described in V17. Averaged over
timescales longer than 2π=ωhf ∼ 0.7 ns, the correlation
between the jai ¼ j00i state and the three F ¼ 1 states
becomes zero. However, we must fully describe the 3 × 3
subblock ρMFM0F corresponding to the degenerate F ¼ 1
states; for this purpose, we use the spherical components
Pjm ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð2jþ 1Þ
p X
m1m2
ð−1Þ1−m2

1 j 1
−m2 m m1

ρm1m2 ;
ð1Þ
defined for j ¼ 0, 1, 2 and −j ≤ m ≤ j. There are 9
independent real numbers here since Pj;−m ¼ ð−1ÞmPjm.
The probability of being in the F ¼ 1 state is the trace of
the F ¼ 1 subblock, which is equal to P00, and the
probability of being in the j00i state is given by
ρaa ¼ 1 − P00. Note that the density matrix transforms
like the expectation value of a spherical operator, not a
state: for example, under a right-handed active rotation of
the system by angle α around the z-axis, Pjm acquires a
factor of eimα, not e−imα.
The orientation and alignment of the hydrogen atom
spins is described by the j ¼ 1 and j ¼ 2 components of
Pjm, respectively. In particular, we note that the mean spin
of a hydrogen atom is
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hFi ¼ ℏﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ½−2ðℜP11eˆx þ ℑP11eˆyÞ þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
P10eˆz; ð2Þ
where the symbols ℜ and ℑ denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively. The alignment or quadrupole moment of the
distribution of spins is
hFhμFνii ¼
ℏ2ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
0
BBBBB@
−
ﬃﬃ
1
6
q
P20 þℜP22 ℑP22 −ℜP21
ℑP22 −
ﬃﬃ
1
6
q
P20 −ℜP22 −ℑP21
−ℜP21 −ℑP21
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
P20
1
CCCCCA; ð3Þ
where the hi brackets in the subscript denote the traceless-
symmetric part.
B. Alignment by density perturbations
In a homogeneous and isotropic Universe, the hydrogen
atom spins in the pre-reionization gas would point in
random directions on average, i.e., Pjm ¼ 0 for j ≠ 0. A
density perturbation in the pre-reionization cosmic gas,
however, results in a local velocity gradient, ∂ivj, that has a
traceless-symmetric part. This means that the optical depth
of the 21 cm line is less than the cosmic mean optical depth
for photons traveling in the “compressing” direction, and is
greater for photons traveling in the “stretching” direction.
Thus, the 21 cm radiation field incident on the hydrogen
atoms is anisotropic; due to the transverse nature of
electromagnetic waves, there is an associated anisotropy
in the local magnetic field that is responsible for exciting
the atoms to the F ¼ 1 level. The hydrogen atoms thus
develop a spin polarization, with j ¼ 2 symmetry
(P2m ≠ 0) since it is sourced by a j ¼ 2 perturbation to
the velocity gradient.
The alignment so produced for a single Fourier mode has
been calculated in Eq. (96) of V17:
P2mðkÞ ¼
1
20
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p T⋆
Tγ

1 −
Tγ
Ts

τ
1þ xα;ð2Þ þ xc;ð2Þ
× fδðkÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4π
5
r
Y2mðkˆÞ; ð4Þ
where k is the Fourier wave vector; δ is the matter density
perturbation; f is the rate of growth of structure, and is ≈1
in the matter-dominated era; Y2m is a spherical harmonic; τ
is the cosmic mean optical depth in the 21 cm line; T⋆ ¼
68 mK is the hydrogen hyperfine splitting in temperature
units; Tγ ¼ 2.725ð1þ zÞ K is the CMB temperature; xα;ð2Þ
and xc;ð2Þ are coefficients describing the rate of dealignment
of polarized hydrogen atoms (these are dimensionless
because they are defined relative to the rate of stimulated
emission via the CMB); and we have dropped the term
involving primordial magnetic fields (assumed negligible
in this paper). Note that the alignment is proportional to the
21 cm optical depth, and would vanish in the case of
Ts ¼ Tγ . Furthermore, the alignment is in the direction of
k, as must be true for a linear scalar perturbation.
The net spin orientation of j ¼ 1 symmetry (P1m or hFi)
must be zero for linear scalar perturbations because it
transforms as an axial vector. Even going beyond linear
perturbation theory, 21 cm absorption and emission can
only source P1m if there is incident circularly polarized
radiation (see Eqs. (34), (37), and (B12b) of Ref. [29]).
Thus we conclude that if only the conventional mechanisms
are included, then P1m ¼ 0.
C. Precession in an anisotropic background
Hydrogen atoms that are aligned (in the j ¼ 2 or
“headless-vector” sense) emit linearly but not circularly
polarized radiation. As we will see in Sec. II D, we need
P1m ≠ 0 to produce circular polarization.
If the hydrogen atoms are subjected to an anisotropic
perturbation that lifts the degeneracy of the three F ¼ 1
states, then they will precess and ρMFM0F will change. Even a
very weak perturbation will suffice: an F ¼ 1 hydrogen
atom has a lifetime of td ∼ T⋆=ðATγÞ ∼ 10 kyr (where A is
the Einstein coefficient), and so order-unity precession
angles could be realized if the energy levels shift by
∼ℏ=10 kyr. This was the key idea behind the search for
ultraweak magnetic fields with cosmological 21 cm radi-
ation [29].
Quantum mechanically, precession of a spin-F system is
described by a Hermitian perturbation Hamiltonian
ΔEMFM0F where MF, M
0
F ∈ f−F…þ Fg. The precession
causes the density matrix evolves according to
_ρjprec ¼ i½ρ;ΔE. Like the density matrix, the perturbation
Hamiltonian has spherical components that transform as
j ¼ 0; 1;…2F (in our case: j ¼ 0, 1, and 2). The monopole
(j ¼ 0) part of the perturbation Hamiltonian corresponds to
an overall shift of the energy levels and causes no
precession. The dipole (j ¼ 1) part of the perturbation
Hamiltonian would be sourced by an external magnetic
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field (the Zeeman effect). It results in solid-body rotation of
the atomic density matrix, but this does not convert an
alignment P2m into an orientation P1m.
The main effect of interest in this paper is that the CMB
anisotropy can source the quadrupole (j ¼ 2) part of the
perturbation Hamiltonian. External perturbations with
j ≥ 2 lead to more complicated evolution of the atomic
density matrix since the precession is not a solid-body
rotation: in particular, they can interconvert alignment P2m
and orientation P1m. This means that in the presence of a
CMB quadrupole, the density perturbations can align the
hydrogen spins by radiative transfer effects, and then
precession can lead to a net spin orientation hFi ≠ 0.
Section IV provides a detailed calculation of this effect.
D. Emission of circularly polarized radiation
When a hydrogen atom decays from F ¼ 1 to F ¼ 0, its
angular momentum is transferred to the emitted 21 cm
photon. Therefore, if an observer views the gas along the
z-direction, the observer will see a net circular polarization
proportional to Fz or P10.
Following the formalism of Ref. [29], we describe
circular polarization in terms of the multipole moments
of the photon phase space density:
fþþðr;ω; nˆÞ − f−−ðr;ω; nˆÞ
2
¼
X∞
j¼0
Xj
m¼−j
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4π
2jþ 1
s
fV;jmðr;ωÞYjmðnˆÞ; ð5Þ
where fþþ and f−− are the phase space densities for
right- and left-circularly polarized radiation at angular
frequency ω, direction nˆ, and position r. Since there is a
rapid change in the solution at the 21 cm line itself, the
independent variable ω is usually replaced by the
cumulative line profile X ¼ R ϕðωÞdω, where ϕðωÞ is
the line profile (e.g., a Gaussian for a thermally broad-
ened line); we have X ¼ 0 on the red side of the line and
X ¼ 1 on the blue side. The radiative transfer equation is
solved with the boundary condition of pure CMB (i.e., no
circular polarization) at X ¼ 1, in much the same way as
the original Sobolev line transfer problem [31]. The
properties of the emitted radiation are extracted at
X ¼ 0, and then transformed into observable quantities
by assuming free-streaming (phase space density con-
served along a geodesic).
We will show in Sec. V B that in the limit of τ ≪ 1, the
circular polarization on the red side of the line is
fV;1mðX ¼ 0Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
3
r
TγTs
T2⋆
τP1m: ð6Þ
All aspects of this equation except for the numerical
prefactor could be anticipated based on simple physical
arguments. It is proportional to the net spin hFi of the
hydrogen atoms and the optical depth τ, and has a dipolar
form (if the radiation is right circularly polarized as seen
from one direction, it is left circularly polarized as seen
from the opposite direction). The factor of Tγ=T⋆ is the
stimulated emission factor. Finally, the factor of Ts=T⋆ is
the Rayleigh-Jeans phase space density that one would
expect for an optically thick line.
III. MAGNETIC DIPOLE SPLITTING
In this section, we will compute the perturbations to the
sublevels of the F ¼ 1 level for neutral hydrogen atoms (in
their ground electronic state) immersed in a possibly
anisotropic CMB.
There is a history of finite-temperature calculations of
the shifts of energy levels of atoms. Much of this work
focused on the second order electric dipole induced shift in
the ground and excited states [32–36], and recently finite-
temperature quantum electrodynamics has been applied
[37]. There has also been work on the effect of external
fields (both static and dynamic) on the hyperfine splitting
[38–41]. The energy shift caused by blackbody radiation
has even been measured experimentally in alkali atom
Rydberg states [42] and in the 133Cs hyperfine transition
[43,44]. None of these calculations provides the quantity
we need, which is the relative change in the sub level
energies (e.g., EMF¼1 − EMF¼0) due to an anisotropic
external blackbody. That calculation is the subject of this
section. While the discussion here is self-contained, it
draws heavily on the methodology of the aforementioned
references.
A. Setup
According to second-order perturbation theory, an inter-
action leads to a change in the Hamiltonian matrix element
between two otherwise degenerate states:
ΔEji ¼

hjjHintjii þ
X
n;Γ
hjjHintjn;Γihn;ΓjHintjii
Ej − En;Γ

rad
;
ð7Þ
whereHint is the Hamiltonian of the interaction, jni denotes
an intermediate state of the hydrogen atom, Γ denotes a
state of the radiation field, and En;Γ is the energy of jni plus
the additional energy due to all photons present or absent in
the intermediate state jΓi relative to the initial radiation
state. The expectation value is taken over statistical
realizations of the radiation field.
Before we evaluate Eq. (7), some simple comments are
in order. We will consider here both the electric dipole and
magnetic dipole interactions here, as it is not a priori
obvious which dominates. In both cases, the interaction
Hamiltonian can be written schematically in the form:
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Hint ¼
X
mnA
CmnAjmihnjaA þ H:c:; ð8Þ
where aA is a photon annihilation operator in mode A (we
have not chosen the planar or spherical basis yet) and CmnA
is a set of coefficients. Since averaged over a wave period
the annihilation operator has zero expectation value, the
expectation value of the first-order term in Eq. (7) vanishes
and we are left with the second-order term. Conceptually,
this is because the mean of the electric or magnetic field of
the radiation vanishes at the position of the atom. The
second-order term in Eq. (7) with the schematic form of
Eq. (8) gives
ΔEji¼ΔEjiðvacÞ
þ
X
n;AB
ha†BaAi

CjnACinB
Ej−En−ℏω
þ C

njBCniA
Ej−Enþℏω

; ð9Þ
where ω ¼ ωA ¼ ωB is the frequency of the background
photon, ΔEjiðvacÞ is the energy shift in vacuum (the Lamb
shift) and the radiation operators have been normal-
ordered. The vacuum shift does not affect the degeneracy
of the MF sub levels since it respects isotropy, and in any
case is already included in the measured hyperfine
frequency.
Since all of the states for which we are computing energy
shifts have positive parity, the remaining two terms in
Eq. (9) can be broken down into two pieces: a magnetic
dipole shift (where both Hints are magnetic dipole oper-
ations) and an electric dipole shift (where both are electric
dipoles); cross-terms must vanish by parity. The magnetic
dipole interaction is weaker, but has a smaller energy
denominator for illumination by CMB photons; thus we do
not know without a calculation which contribution domi-
nates. The magnetic dipole term is calculated in the main
text, where it is shown that it dominates. The electric dipole
term is calculated in Appendix A.
B. Computation of the magnetic dipole interaction
We first consider the case of a magnetic dipole, where the
interaction of the atom with incident radiation is described
by a magnetic-type transition dipole moment μ and an
interaction HamiltonianHint ¼ μ · B. For incident radiation
at frequency ω,
ΔEm:d:ji ¼
X
nμν
h∶Bradð−Þμ BradðþÞν ∶i
×
 ðμμÞniðμνÞjn
Ej − En − ℏω
þ ðμνÞniðμμÞjn
Ej − En þ ℏω

; ð10Þ
where Bradμ is the μ-component of the magnetic field
associated with the radiation and the subscripts μ and ν
are summed over the 3 coordinate axes. Pairs of Roman
subscripts on the right-hand side are shorthand for matrix
elements of the dipole moment between atomic states. The
ðÞ superscripts denote the positive and negative-frequency
components, and ∶∶ is a reminder of normal ordering
(which is already satisfied in this case).
The magnetic dipole operator from the 1s1=2ðF ¼ 1Þ
level connects only to the 1s1=2ðF ¼ 0Þ and 1s1=2ðF ¼ 1Þ
levels, with the electron magnetic moment dominating. As
in V17, we use a lowercase roman “a” to denote the
1s1=2ðF ¼ 0Þ level, and the appropriate magnetic quantum
number to denote sublevels of the 1s1=2ðF ¼ 1Þ level. The
relevant matrix elements of the transition dipole moment
are
ðμνÞam ¼
geμB
ℏ
hajSe;νj1mi ¼
geμB
2
eðmÞ;ν; ð11Þ
where μB is the Bohr magneton and ge ≈ 2 is the electron
g-factor, and we used the notation for the helicity basis
vectors
eð0Þ ¼ ez and eð1Þ ¼ ∓ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðex  ieyÞ: ð12Þ
We find for the F ¼ 1 level that
ΔEm:d:mm0 ¼
μ2B
ℏ
X
μν
h∶Bradð−Þμ BradðþÞν ∶i
×

−
ωhf
ω2 − ω2hf
ðeðm0ÞνeðmÞμ þ eðm0ÞμeðmÞνÞ
þ ðμν antisym:Þ

; ð13Þ
where “μν antisym.” denotes terms antisymmetric in μ and
ν that will not be needed. Taylor-expanding to first order in
Ej − En (valid since CMB photon frequencies are much
greater than ωhf), we can write
ΔEm:d:mm0 ¼
μ2B
ℏω
X
μν
h∶Bradð−Þμ BradðþÞν ∶i
×

−
ωhf
ω
ðeðm0ÞνeðmÞμ þ eðm0ÞμeðmÞνÞ
þ ðμν antisym:Þ

: ð14Þ
The magnetic field power spectrum h∶Bradð−Þμ BradðþÞν ∶i is μν
symmetric if the CMB has only intensity and linear
polarization (with negligible circular polarization).
Therefore we drop the “μν antisym.” term. The angular
anisotropy (including the quadrupole l ¼ 2, but not the
dipole l ¼ 1 due to parity considerations) can contribute to
the surviving term. The isotropic CMB background can
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contribute as well, but it shifts all three MF values by the
same amount and so does not contribute to splitting.
We can now estimate the magnetic dipole energy shift
caused by the CMB. For a blackbody at temperature Tγ, the
radiative part of the magnetic field has a mean squared
value h∶Brad2∶i ¼ 4πaradT4γ , where arad is the radiation
energy density constant. Using that half of the energy
density is at positive frequency and half at negative, and
that the mean square magnetic field is equally distributed
on the 3 coordinate axes, we find
h∶Bradð−Þμ BradðþÞν ∶i ¼ 2
3
πaradT4γ δμν: ð15Þ
The mean value of ω−2 over the spectrum, weighted by
energy density, is hω−2i ¼ ð5=2π2ÞðkBTγ=ℏÞ−2. Thus the
CMB-induced energy shift is
ΔEm:d:mm0 ¼ −
μ2B
ℏ
5ωhf
2π2ðkBTγ=ℏÞ2
2πaradT4γ
3
ð2δmm0 Þ
¼ −1.2 × 10−9 s−1

Tγ
60 K

2
ℏδmm0 : ð16Þ
The energy splitting between different values of m arises
from the quadrupole anisotropy in the CMB that causes the
tensor h∶Brad2∶i to have a symmetric-traceless component.
Let us consider a quadrupole anisotropy of the form
TðnÞ ¼ Tγ½1þ a20Y20ðnÞ. Then by symmetry around
the z-axis, the magnetic fields on the x, y, and z axes
are still uncorrelated, but the zmagnetic dipole sees a mean
temperature of Tγ½1 − ð20πÞ−1=2a20 and the x and y
dipoles see a mean temperature of Tγ½1þ ð80πÞ−1=2a20.
This difference in temperatures leads to a difference in the
energy given by
ΔEm:d:11 − ΔEm:d:10
ℏ
¼ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
5
π3
r
μ2BωhfaradT
2
γ
k2B
a20
¼ −4.4 × 10−10 s−1

Tγ
60 K

2
a20: ð17Þ
For typical CMB quadrupole anisotropies of order
2 × 10−5, and temperatures of order 60 K (z ∼ 20), the
energy splitting and hence the precession rate is of
order 10−14 s−1.
C. Generalization to arbitrary CMB anisotropy
The calculation above is valid strictly only for the a20
quadrupole moment of the CMB. However, it is easily
generalized to other components. First, we recall that the
tensor h∶Bradð−Þμ BradðþÞν ∶i has spin-0, 1, and 2 parts, all of
positive parity, and that symmetry requires that they can be
contributed only by the CMB monopole (mean temper-
ature), the circular polarization dipole (l ¼ 1), and the
quadrupole anisotropy (l ¼ 2 T or E-mode polarization)
respectively. Neglecting the E-mode polarization in com-
parison to the much larger temperature quadrupole, we
conclude that the energy shift matrix element due to the
CMB anisotropies, ΔEm:d:mm0 , has the property
ΔEm:d:m;m0 ∝
X
m00
ð−1Þm

1 2 1
−m m00 m0

a2;m00 ð18Þ
on account of the Wigner-Eckart theorem. Defining the
combination of constants
Kmag ≡
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
50
3π3
r
μ2BωhfaradT
2
γ;0
k2B
¼ 1.65 × 10−12 s−1; ð19Þ
we may use Eq. (17) to find the constant of proportionality
in Eq. (18):
ΔEm:d:m;m0 ¼ ℏKmagð1þ zÞ2
X
m00
ð−1Þm

1 2 1
−m m00 m0

a2;m00 :
ð20Þ
IV. EFFECT ON ATOMIC DENSITY MATRIX
The main result of the previous section is Eq. (20), which
is the perturbation to the sublevels of the F ¼ 1 level of
neutral hydrogen atoms due to a quadrupolar CMB
anisotropy. In this section, we will derive the effect of
this perturbation on the density matrix of the hydro-
gen atoms.
A. Computation of the change in density matrix
The relevant part of the atomic density matrix evolves in
accordance with the energy shift ΔEm;m0 just as it does with
any other energy shift:
_ρshiftmm0 ¼ i½ρ;ΔEmm0 ¼ iρmm1ΔEm1m0 − iΔEmm1ρm1m0 : ð21Þ
Using Eq. (20), we can determine the evolution of the
spherical components of the density matrix,
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_Pjm ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð2jþ 1Þ
p X
m1;m2
ð−1Þ1−m2

1 j 1
−m2 m m1

_ρm1;m2
¼ i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð2jþ 1Þ
p
Kmagð1þ zÞ2
X
m00;m3;m1;m2
ð−1Þ−m2þm1

1 j 1
−m2 m m1

1 2 1
−m1 m00 m3

a2;m00ρm3;m2 þ H:c:
¼ i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2jþ 1
p
Kmagð1þ zÞ2
X
m00m3j0m0m1m2
ð−1Þ−1þm1

1 j 1
−m2 m m1

1 2 1
−m1 m00 m3

× a2;m00
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2j0 þ 1
p  1 j0 1
−m2 m0 m3

Pj0m0 þ H:c:
¼ i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2jþ 1
p
Kmagð1þ zÞ2
X
j0m0m00
ð−1Þ1þjþj0þm0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2j0 þ 1
p 	 j 2 j0
1 1 1


j 2 j0
m m00 −m0

a2;m00Pj0m0 þ H:c:
¼ i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2jþ 1
p
Kmagð1þ zÞ2
X
j0m0m00
ð−1Þ1þjþj0þm0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2j0 þ 1
p 	 j 2 j0
1 1 1


j 2 j0
m m00 −m0

a2;m00Pj0m0
− ð−1Þm

j 2 j0
−m m00 −m0

a
2;−m00P

j0;−m0

¼ 2i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2jþ 1
p
Kmagð1þ zÞ2
X
j0m0m00;jþj0 odd
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2j0 þ 1
p 	 j 2 j0
1 1 1


ð−1Þm0

j 2 j0
m m00 −m0

a2;m00Pj0m0 : ð22Þ
[Here “H.c.” denotes the addition of the same term but
with the replacementm → −m, a complex conjugate, and a
factor of ð−1Þm. In the last steps this term is evaluated,
leading ultimately to a cancellation if jþ j0 is even and a
factor of 2 if jþ j0 is odd. The unusual factor of ð−1Þm0
rather than ð−1Þm is the result of the complex conjugation
conventions: spherical tensor operators such as Pjm are
defined to pick up a factor of eimα under active right-handed
rotation by α around the þz axis, whereas the CMB
multipole moments a2m are defined like coefficients of
quantum states to have a factor of e−imα.] Due to the
jþ j0 ¼ odd rule and the triangle inequality, only the terms
with ðj; j0Þ ¼ ð1; 2Þ or (2,1) contribute, and the 6j-symbols
for these parameters evaluate to −1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
20
p
. Thus we find that
_P00 ¼ 0; ð23aÞ
_P1m ¼ −
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
iKmagð1þ zÞ2
X
m0m00

1 2 2
m m00 −m0

× ð−1Þm0a2;m00P2m0 ; and ð23bÞ
_P2m ¼ −
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
iKmagð1þ zÞ2
X
m0m00

2 2 1
m m00 −m0

× ð−1Þm0a2;m00P1m0 : ð23cÞ
[Since the precession does not move atoms into or out of
the F ¼ 1 level, we already knew that _P00 ¼ 0. However
the terms describing orientation and alignment required a
detailed calculation.]
The key result of this section is Eq. (23b). This equation
demonstrates that in the presence of a CMB quadrupole
anisotropy (a2;m00) and atoms aligned by an anisotropic
local velocity gradient (P2;m0 ), a net magnetic moment of
the atoms will develop (P1;m). This is a new feature that is
not caused by a background magnetic field (static Zeeman
effect) due to its different symmetry. As we will see later,
the net magnetic moment manifests itself observationally
by producing circularly polarized 21 cm radiation.
B. Semiclassical explanation of the effect
While Eq. (23) was derived via a fully quantum
mechanical calculation, it is instructive to have a semi-
classical explanation of the magnetic dipole effect. In
classical language, the aforementioned calculation argues
that a high-frequency oscillating magnetic field (say, on the
z-axis) can interact with atoms whose magnetic moments
have no net orientation (hFi ¼ 0) but have a quadrupole
alignment (say, hFxFzi > 0), and endow them with a net
orientation (in this case, hFyi > 0). There are some
uniquely quantum aspects to this effect, but it turns out
that the basic phenomenon exists in classical mechanics.
Let us consider a simple classical model consisting of an
electron of spin Se and magnetic moment μe, and a proton
of spin Sp and magnetic moment μp. We assume that the
electron explores a cloud around the proton with proba-
bility distribution given by the 1s orbital, and henceforth
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ignore the electron’s positional degrees of freedom. We
then impose an external magnetic field BðtÞ with zero
mean value.
Let us first neglect the spin of the proton, i.e., assume the
electron is isolated. In this case, the electron spin evolves
due to the torque exerted by the external magnetic field, i.e.,
_Se ¼ μe × BðtÞ ¼ −
gee
2mec
Se × BðtÞ: ð24Þ
Now let us suppose that the oscillating magnetic field
has the form B0 cosðωtÞ (we will take B0 to be in the
z-direction, i.e., toward the North Pole in the descriptions in
the text). It is possible to solve Eq. (24) exactly, but for our
purposes, it is sufficient to treat the effect of the magnetic
field perturbatively (in powers of the amplitude B0) around
a background state with the electron spin fixed in direction
along Sð0Þe . In this case, the first order piece S
ð1Þ
e satisfies
_Sð1Þe ¼ −
gee
2mec
Sð0Þe × B0 cosðωtÞ: ð25Þ
Integrating, we find
Sð1Þe ¼ − gee
2mecω
Sð0Þe × B0 sinðωtÞ: ð26Þ
We can recognize this as the standard precession of the
direction of electron spin, except that the direction of
precession alternates due to the oscillatory nature of the
field: it is a quarter-cycle out of phase with the driving field,
as expected, and is in the usual Sð0Þe × B0 direction of
magnetic torque. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(a): when B0 is
on the z-axis, the trajectory explores the “east-west”
direction relative to the unperturbed spin vector.
Next, we include the spin of the proton. The torque on
the electron now takes the form
_Se ¼ μe × BðtÞ −
ωhf
ℏ
Se × Sp
¼ − gee
2mec
Se × BðtÞ −
ωhf
ℏ
Se × Sp; ð27Þ
where the precession frequency of the electron spin
around the proton is identified as the hyperfine splitting
frequency. (The prefactor shown is quantum mechanically
correct, since it corresponds to an interaction energy of
ωhfSe · Sp=ℏ.) There is a similar relation for the proton,
_Sp ¼
ωhf
ℏ
Se × Sp: ð28Þ
We neglect the direct torquing of the proton by the
oscillating magnetic field, since this torque is negligible
compared to that on the electron.
We perturbatively solve Eqs. (27) and (28) (in powers of
B) about a background state with the electron and proton
spins parallel and fixed Sð0Þe ¼ Sð0Þp . We further assume that
ω≫ ωhf, so that the electron spin oscillates faster than it
FIG. 1. Semiclassical explanation of the effect. All panels assume an oscillating externally applied magnetic field, B ¼ B0zˆ cosωt.
Left panel: The blue line is the trajectory of the tip of an isolated electron’s spin vector Se (shown with dashed black lines). Points A, B,
C, and D are positions on the trajectory at ωt ¼ 0; π=2; π, and 3π=2, respectively. Middle panel: This shows the effect of adding a proton
spin Sp with a hyperfine interaction ðωhf=ℏÞSe · Sp. The blue trajectory and points A, B, C, and D are as in the left panel. The red lines
show the instantaneous torque on the spin Se due to the external magnetic field. Due to the additional oscillation along the polar
direction, the average torque over a period is nonzero. Hence, the trajectory of the spin is no longer closed, and secularly drifts. Right
panel: This shows the statistical effect of the secular drift of the middle panel. Colors show a quadrupolar probability distribution (of the
x-z type; blue is higher) of the direction Sˆe on the unit sphere. The eastward (westward) secular drift in the upper (lower) hemisphere
leads to a net bias in the distribution toward yˆ.
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can exchange angular momentum with the proton and
hence Sð1Þe ≫ Sð1Þp . In this case, Eq. (27) gives us that
_Sð1Þe ¼ −
gee
2mec
Sð0Þe × B0 cosðωtÞ −
ωhf
ℏ
Sð1Þe × S
ð0Þ
p ; ð29Þ
or integrating:
Sð1Þe ¼ − gee
2mecω
Sð0Þe ×B0 sinðωtÞ−
ωhf
ℏ
Z
Sð1Þe dt

× Sð0Þp :
ð30Þ
This is a recursive form for Sð1Þe . In the limit ω ≫ ωhf, it has
the solution
Sð1Þe ¼ − gee
2mecω
Sð0Þe × B0 sinðωtÞ
−
ωhf
ℏ
gee
2mecω2
ðSð0Þe × B0Þ × Sð0Þp cosðωtÞ
þOðω−3Þ: ð31Þ
The first term in this equation is identical to that in Eq. (26),
and has the same interpretation. The second term is new,
and represents a “north-south nodding” in the plane
containing Sð0Þe and B0 that is in phase with the applied
field. The recursive solution for Sð1Þe makes its physical
origin clear: the electron spin is trying to precess around the
proton spin due to the hyperfine interaction. The solution is
illustrated by the thick solid blue curve in Fig. 1(b). When
ωt ¼ −π=2 (i.e., the standard precession is at its western
limit; this is point D in the figure), the electron spin
vector points slightly to the west of the proton spin vector,
and hence the hyperfine interaction nudges the electron
spin to the south and the proton spin to the north. The
opposite happens at the eastern limit (point B in the
figure). Hence when ωt ¼ 0 (the oscillating magnetic field
points to the North Pole; point A in the figure), the electron
spin is slightly south of its mean position, and when
ωt ¼ π (the oscillating magnetic field points to the
South Pole; point C in the figure), the electron spin is
slightly north of its mean position. The net result is that the
spin traces out a trajectory that loops around the unper-
turbed direction Sð0Þe .
The second term in Eq. (31) is interesting because it is in
phase with the applied magnetic field, and hence leads to a
nonzero time-averaged torque. This torque is
hμe×BðtÞi¼
ωhf
2ℏω2

gee
2mec

2
½ðSð0Þe ×B0Þ×Sð0Þp ×B0
¼ ωhf
2ℏω2

gee
2mec

2
ðB0 ·Sð0Þp ÞðB0×Sð0Þe Þ: ð32Þ
This torque is eastward if the atom spin is in the
northern hemisphere and westward if it is in the southern
hemisphere.
The reason for the nonzero net torque becomes clear
when we consider Fig. 1(b). Magnetic torques only act on
the component of magnetic moment perpendicular to B. If
the atom spin is in the northern hemisphere, as in the figure,
then this component μ⊥ is larger when the electron spin is
south of its mean position (ωt ¼ 0, i.e., point A in the
figure) and smaller when it is north of the mean position
(ωt ¼ π, i.e., point C in the figure). Thus, there is an
imbalance between eastward and westward precession,
which prevents the trajectory from closing in on itself
and makes it secularly drift eastward (as shown by the thin
blue line in the figure). The imbalance has the opposite sign
in the southern hemisphere, and the resulting drift is
westward.
Figure 1(c) shows how this secular drift acts on an initial
quadrupole moment with x − z alignment and produces a
net atomic spin in the y-direction, hFyi > 0. This is because
the secular drift is inequivalent to a solid body rotation: the
hot spots in the northern and hemispheres are moved
eastward and westward, respectively, which biases the spin
distribution toward the yˆ direction.
Using that the electron and proton spins are of order ℏ
and assuming angular misalignments of order unity, the
inverse timescale for this process is of order
τ−1quad→dip ∼
jhμe × BðtÞij
ℏ
∼
ωhf
2ℏω2

gee
2mec

2 Brad2ℏ2
ℏ
∼
ωhf
ω2

geμBBrad
ℏ

2
: ð33Þ
Using Eq. (15) for the magnetic field, ω ∼ ℏTγ=kB, and
inserting a factor of the anisotropy a20 since only the
anisotropic part of the radiation field contributes [note in
Eq. (32) that the torque averaged over directions of B0
vanishes], we see that this inverse timescale is indeed of
order Kmagð1þ zÞ2.
V. EFFECT ON 21 CM POLARIZATION
We are now ready to compute the effect of the CMB
quadrupole on the local power spectrum of 21 cm radiation
and its circular polarization. We consider a small-scale
Fourier mode with wave vector k, in the presence of a
background CMB quadrupole a2m. We first compute the
orientation part of the density matrix P1m in Sec. VA, by
taking into account precession as well as the conventional
radiative processes that depolarize the hydrogen spins.
Next, in Sec. V B, we compute the resulting circular
polarization seen by a distant observer.
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A. The orientation of the hydrogen spins
In this section, we will collect the rates of all the
important processes that create or destroy the orientation
part of the density matrix, P1m, and use these rates to
compute the equilibrium value of the orientation.
In the standard picture of the 21 cm excitation, the F ¼ 1
hyperfine level is populated and depopulated via both
collisional and radiative processes. Radiative processes,
i.e., ones involving the emission or absorption of photons,
are further subdivided according to whether the photons
involved are resonant with the 21 cm transition.
Absorption, and spontaneous and stimulated emission
involve resonant photons, while the Wouthuysen-Field
effect involves pumping of the hyperfine transition by
nonresonant Lyman-α photons. The new process we study
in this paper is radiative, but involves both resonant 21 cm
and nonresonant CMB photons. We require the rate of
change of the orientation P1m due to all these processes.
First, we note that atomic collisions do not source or
destroy the orientation P1m, since collisions are dominated
by spin exchange and this does not affect the total (vector
sum) spin of the atoms in question [29].
For the radiative processes, it is worth listing all the
relevant quantities that are nonzero at linear order in
perturbation theory. The hydrogen atom density matrix
has a nonzero trace P00 (which is parametrized by the spin
temperature) and alignment P2m. The 21 cm and CMB
radiation fields have nonzero temperature quadrupoles
(which dominate the linear polarization quadrupoles, which
we neglect), but no circular polarization. None of these
quantities have the right symmetry to produce orientation
P1m at linear order. Hence, at this order, radiative processes
can only destroy the orientation.
Among radiative processes involving only resonant
photons, the dominant contribution is that of stimulated
emission against the 21 cm background. The resulting
decay of the orientation P1m is
_P1mjst em ¼ −A
Tγ
T⋆
P1m; ð34Þ
where A ¼ 2.86 × 10−15 s−1 is the Einstein coefficient of
the 21 cm transition, T⋆ ¼ 68.2 mK is the hyperfine gap in
temperature units, and, as in Sec. III, Tγ is the CMB
temperature.
The calculation of the contribution of the Wouthuysen-
Field effect is more involved. We can derive this term using
the methodology of Sec. VI C of V17. In Appendix C,
we derive this piece by considering resonant scattering in
the Lyman-α line. The resulting rate of decay of the
alignment is
_P1mjLyα ¼ −0.445 × 6πλ2Lyαγ2pJðνLyαÞP1m; ð35Þ
where λLyα ¼ 121.6 nm, γ2p ¼ Γ2p=4π ¼ 50 MHz, and
JðνLyαÞ are the wavelength, HWHM, and the input photon
number flux (i.e., flux on the blue side) of the Lyman-α
transition, respectively. Inwriting Eq. (35), we have assumed
a constant photon flux across the core of the Lyman-α line,
i.e., neglected the spectral distortion in the line itself.
The final piece to include is the production of alignment
by the effect we propose in this paper. Note that the splitting
of energies ΔEmm0 of the F ¼ 1 level due to the CMB
quadrupole, which drives the effect, is small compared to
the inverse-lifetime of the state, which is Γ1 ≥ ATγ=T⋆.
(This formula only includes stimulated emission by the
Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the CMB as a source of width;
inclusion of other processes will only increase it).
Therefore we treat the precession due to the CMB as a
perturbation to the preexisting alignment produced at linear
order. Even though our effect enters at second order in the
primordial fluctuations, it is important to include it since
P1m is neither present, nor produced, at linear order. We can
read off this contribution from Eq. (23b).
We combine Eqs. (23b), (34), and (35), and write the
evolution equation for the orientation:
_P1m ¼ −
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
iKmagð1þ zÞ2
X
m0m00

1 2 2
m m00 −m0

× ð−1Þm0a2;m00P2m0
−
Tγ
T⋆
Að1þ 0.75x˜αÞP1m; ð36Þ
where we have rewritten the Lyman-α flux, JðνLyαÞ, in
terms of a dimensionless coefficient x˜α:
x˜α ¼ 0.445 ×
8πλ2Lyαγ2pT⋆
ATγ
JðνLyαÞ
¼ 3.6 × 10−2

1þ z
20

−1

JðνLyαÞ
10−12 cm−2 Sr−1 s−1 Hz−1

;
ð37Þ
which parametrizes the rate of depolarization by Lyman-α
photons relative to that by stimulated emission.
In steady-state, valid when the background parameters
change on timescales long compared to the depolarization
timescale Γ−11 ∼ T⋆=ATγ , we may set the left-hand side of
Eq. (36) to zero. The final value of the orientation P1m is
nonzero only to second order in the primordial fluctuations,
and thus we use the linear theory value of V17 for the
alignment P2m, i.e., the result in Eq. (4). Substituting in
Eq. (36), and using Tγ ¼ Tγ0ð1þ zÞ, we find that
P1m ¼ −
ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p
40
i
T2⋆Kmag
T2γ0Að1þ 0.75x˜αÞð1þ x˜c þ x˜αÞ
×

1 −
Tγ
Ts

fδτ
X
m0m00

1 2 2
m m00 −m0

× ð−1Þm0a2;m00
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4π
5
r
Y2m0 ðkˆÞ: ð38Þ
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B. The resulting circular polarization
We can determine the radiation field in the vicinity of the
21 cm line in perturbation theory by repeating the analysis
that lead to Eq. (91) of V17. We describe the radiative
transfer of the photons using the Boltzmann equation for
the phase space density
∂fαβ
∂t þ cnˆ · ∇fαβ þ
dω
dt
∂fαβ
dω
¼ _fαβjs; ð39Þ
where α and β are polarization indices. The circular
polarization piece of the phase space density is defined
in Eq. (5). We can isolate the j ¼ 1 circular polarization
piece fV;1m in Eq. (39) using the appropriate projection in
polarization space.
The right-hand side of Eq. (39) is the source term, which
describes the injection and removal of photons due to
interaction with the atoms. Circular polarization is not
sourced at linear order in the primordial fluctuations; from
the discussion in Sec. II D, we need a nonzero orientation
P1m, and from Eq. (38), we see that P1m is itself produced
only at second order. Thus, the right-hand side of Eq. (39) is
of second order in the primordial fluctuations.
The left-hand side in Eq. (39) describes free streaming,
and the second and third terms within describe advection
and redshift, respectively. As long as we restrict ourselves
to cosmological fluctuations on large scales (larger than the
Jeans length), we can neglect the advection term. The
background and linear parts of dω=dt and fαβ were
calculated in V17. The linear part of dω=dt has a quadru-
pole dependence on angle nˆ, while at linear order the
quadrupole pieces of fþþ þ f−− and fþ− ¼ f−þ (i.e., of
the intensity and linear polarization) are nonzero. These
two quadrupoles are combined in the third term in Eq. (39);
however, this combination does not result in a spin-1 tensor.
Thus in the final equation for the evolution of the circular
polarization, we can replace dω=dt by its background value
−Hω (where H is the Hubble expansion rate) and use the
second order piece for fαβ=fV;1m on the left-hand side, i.e.,
∂fV;1m
∂t −Hω
∂fV;1m
dω
¼ _fV;1mjs: ð40Þ
We now describe the evaluation of the source term on the
right-hand side. Among the processes listed in Sec. VA,
only the resonant processes contribute. The rates of these
processes were derived in Sec. VII B of V17. Specifically,
the rates of absorption, and spontaneous and stimulated
emission are given by Eqs. (83–85) of V17, which are
phrased in terms of the moments of the photon phase space
density in its “unprojected” form, i.e., ðfαβÞjm. We combine
these equations, use Eq. (5) to project out the circular
polarization part, and obtain the total source term for the
j ¼ 1 moment fV;1m:
_fV;1mðωÞjs ¼ nHx1s
σðωÞc
3

−ð3 − 4P00ÞfV;1mðωÞ
þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
2
r
ð1þ fI;00ÞP1m

; ð41Þ
where nH is the hydrogen number density, x1s is the neutral
fraction, and σðωÞ is the absorption cross section for the
21 cm line. In writing Eq. (41), we have neglected
stimulation emission involving the moments fI;2m, fV;3m,
and P2m, since these latter terms are themselves of higher
order in the 21 cm optical depth.
Next, we substitute Eq. (41) into Eq. (40), and drop the
time derivative ∂f=∂t in the vicinity of the line. This is
equivalent to assuming that a steady state develops, with the
injection of photons by radiative processes balanced
by the redshifting due to Hubble expansion. Under this
assumption, the radiative transfer equation reduces to
∂fV;1m
∂X ¼ τ

fV;1m −
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
3
r
TγTs
T2⋆
P1m

; ð42Þ
where X is the cumulative line profile (ranging from 0 at
the red edge of the line to 1 at the blue edge), the factors
involving the absorption cross-section give the 21 cm
optical depth τ, and in the final term in Eq. (41), the
spontaneous emission has been neglected relative to
the stimulated emission by the phase-space density
fI;00 ≈ Tγ=T. With the boundary condition of no “input”
circular polarization (i.e., fV;1m ¼ 0 at X ¼ 1) and in the
limit of τ ≪ 1, the solution at the red edge X ¼ 0 is
fV;1mðX ¼ 0Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
3
r
TγTs
T2⋆
τP1m: ð43Þ
An observer looking in the þz direction (i.e., looking at
photons propagating in the −z direction) sees a phase space
density in circular polarization of −fV;10, or in temperature
units
Vobs ¼ −
T⋆
1þ z fV;10: ð44Þ
Putting this together with Eqs. (38) and (43) yields
Vobs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
5
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p i TsT⋆Kmagfτ
2δ
Tγ0Að1þ 0.75x˜αÞð1þ x˜c þ x˜αÞ
×

1 −
Tγ
Ts
X
m0m00
ð−1Þm0

1 2 2
0 m00 −m0

× a2;m00Y2m0 ðkˆÞ: ð45Þ
Substituting the 3j symbols allows us to expand the sum.
There are only nonzero terms for m00 ¼ m0 and m0 ≠ 0. The
terms with m0 ↔ −m0 are negative complex conjugates of
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each other, which allows us to write the sum in terms of the
imaginary part of only 2 terms. This leads to
Vobs ¼ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2π
p
25
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p TsT⋆Kmagfτ
2δ
Tγ0Að1þ 0.75x˜αÞð1þ x˜c þ x˜αÞ
×

1 −
Tγ
Ts

ℑ½a21Y21ðkˆÞ þ 2a22Y22ðkˆÞ: ð46Þ
Thus, we see that the circular polarization transfer function
∂Vons=∂δ depends on the direction of the wave number kˆ.
For standard cosmological parameters (as in V17), with a
mean optical depth of τ ¼ 0.0097ðTγ=TsÞ½ð1þ zÞ=101=2,
and with f ¼ 1 in the matter-dominated era, this transfer
function takes the numerical value
∂Vobs
∂δ ¼ −8.6 mK

1þ z
20

2 Tγ
Ts

1 −
Tγ
Ts

×
1
ð1þ 0.75x˜αÞð1þ x˜c þ x˜αÞ
× ℑ½a21Y21ðkˆÞ þ 2a22Y22ðkˆÞ: ð47Þ
The transfer function (and by extension the associated
circular polarization power spectra) thus depend on 4 of the
5 types of the CMB quadrupole moments. The circular
polarization signal does not depend on the m ¼ 0 CMB
quadrupole mode that is symmetric around the line of sight.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we have shown that the cosmological 21 cm
radiation should pick up a small circular polarization
due to the quadrupole moment of the CMB. The signal
is very small; for typical CMB quadrupole moments of
a2m ∼ 10−5, Eq. (47) predicts a circular polarization of
∼0.1 μK times the density perturbation δ. This is five
orders of magnitude fainter than the intensity signal that is
the target of current experiments. Nevertheless, the sig-
nature is very different from other 21 cm signals discussed
in the literature. We thus propose it as a method to measure
the remote quadrupole of the CMB during the cosmic
Dark Ages.
The physical basis of this method relies on the splitting of
the F ¼ 1 hyperfine level of neutral hydrogen due to the
remote (i.e., at the position of the emitting gas, rather than
the observer) quadrupole moment of the CMB. Unlike the
Zeeman effect, where MF ¼ 1 have opposite energy
shifts, the remote CMB quadrupole shifts MF ¼ 1
together relative to MF ¼ 0. This splitting leads to a small
circular polarization of the emitted 21 cm photon, which
encodes information about the remote CMB quadrupole
through Eq. (46). The calculation assumes that the magnetic
field is small compared to the saturation value, which would
have to be verified from the 21 cm intensity power spectrum
[29,30]. If this assumption is valid, it would also ensure that
there is no circular polarization resulting from the Zeeman-
induced radial displacement of the 21 cm-based density
maps in the right vs. left circular polarizations.
To estimate the circular polarization signal we present a
detailed calculation of the atomic density matrix coupled to
an anisotropic non-resonant photon bath. This yields the
relative change in the sub level energies EMF¼1 − EMF¼0.
The main results of this paper are Eqs. (46) and (47) which
show that the circular polarization signal depends on four
of the five types of quadrupole moments of the CMB.
While the CMB quadrupole and atomic physics determine
the angular structure of the signal, the amplitude depends
on astrophysical inputs such as the gas temperature and
Lyman-α flux.
The method outlined in this paper presents a novel
method to construct a remote CMB quadrupole field, using
the circular polarization of the redshifted 21 cm line. Such a
field can in turn be decomposed into E and B-modes, much
like the CMB polarization field; just as for the CMB
polarization, it turns out that the B-mode piece can be
generated by tensor modes but not scalar modes. In Paper II
of this series (Mishra and Hirata 2017), we discuss the
detectability of the 21 cm circular polarization signal, and
present forecasts for measuring the B-modes of the remote
quadrupole field and predicted uncertainties on r with
future radio arrays.
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APPENDIX A: ELECTRIC DIPOLE SPLITTING
We now compute the splitting of the F ¼ 1 level of
hydrogen by the electric field of the anisotropic CMB
(dynamic Stark effect). It is shown herein that the splitting
is negligible compared to that of the magnetic dipole
splitting. In the main text, the electric dipole splitting is
therefore ignored.
Since the interaction energy for an electric dipole is
−d · E, the electric dipole energy shift is very similar in
form to the magnetic dipole energy shift, Eq. (10):
ΔEe:d:ji ¼
X
nμν
h∶Eradð−Þμ EradðþÞν ∶i
×
 ðdμÞniðdνÞjn
Ej − En − ℏω
þ ðdνÞniðdμÞjn
Ej − En þ ℏω

: ðA1Þ
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The principal difference is that the electric dipole operator
connects 1s1=2ðF ¼ 1Þ to the npjðFÞ states. Since the
electric dipole operator does not act on the spin state of the
electron or proton, if there were no fine or hyperfine
structure in the excited states, then we could choose a basis
of definite quantum numbers nlmlQMQ (where the total
spin angular momentum Q ¼ Sþ I excludes the orbital
angular momentum; i.e., the total angular momentum is
F ¼ Lþ Q), and then the expression in Eq. (A1) would be
trivially diagonal in QMQ and independent of QMQ.
Therefore it is profitable to separately break out the non
relativistic Hamiltonian (Hð0Þ) and the perturbation Hð1Þ
(which includes fine and hyperfine structure). The first term
in brackets in Eq. (A1), summed over the intermediate
state, can be represented as
X
n
ðdμÞniðdνÞjn
Ej − En − ℏω
¼ hjjdν
1
Ej −H − ℏω
dμjii; ðA2Þ
where j and i are the true initial and final states. If we split
H ¼ Hð0Þ þHð1Þ, and suppose that jii is the eigenstate of
H corresponding to the unperturbed eigenstate j1s;Q0MQ0 i
of Hð0Þ and jji is the eigenstate of H corresponding to the
unperturbed eigenstate j1s;QMQi, then this matrix element
of Eq. (A2) is
h1s;QMQjdν
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
dμj1s;Q0MQ0 i þ h1s;QMQjdν
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
Hð1Þ
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
dμj1s;Q0MQ0 i
þ h1s;QMQjHð1ÞΠ
1
Ej −Hð0Þ
dν
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
dμj1s;Q0MQ0 i
þ h1s;QMQjdν
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
dμ
1
Ej −Hð0Þ
ΠHð1Þj1s;Q0MQ0 i: ðA3Þ
This is to first order in Hð1Þ and including both the
perturbations to the operator H and to the initial and final
eigenstates. The operator Π projects out the original state
j1s;QMQi or j1s;Q0MQ0 i (in general, it may be taken as a
projection that removes the unperturbed 1s states). Of the 4
terms in Eq. (A3), the first one is proportional to
δQQ0δMQMQ0—i.e., it produces the same energy shift for
all of the states in the 1s configuration. Thus it can be
neglected for the purposes of obtaining energy splittings.
We thus consider the contributions involving the perturba-
tion Hð1Þ.
The perturbation Hð1Þ contains relativistic terms that are
spin-independent and hence of no interest to us, fine
structure terms ∝ L · S=r3, and hyperfine structure (inter-
action of the electron and proton magnetic moments). We
first consider the fine structure terms, since they are larger
than hyperfine structure by the ratio of the electron to proton
magneticmoment (μe=μp ∼ 103). Since the 1s configuration
states are eigenstates of L with eigenvalue zero, the fine
structure Hamiltonian Hð1Þfs contributes only to the second
term in Eq. (A3). This term is however antisymmetric in μ
and ν since a term ∝ L · S=r3 can be factored as
X
σ
h1sjdν
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
Lσ
r3
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
dμj1sihQMQjSσjQ0MQ0 i
¼
X
σ
h1sjdν
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
r−3
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
Lσdμj1sihQMQjSσjQ0MQ0 i
¼ iℏ
X
σ
ϵσμρh1sjdν
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
r−3
1
Ej −Hð0Þ − ℏω
dρj1sihQMQjSσjQ0MQ0 i
¼ iℏ
X
σ
ϵσμνCEhQMQjSσjQ0MQ0 i; ðA4Þ
where in the first equality we used that ½Hð0Þ; Lσ ¼ 0 since
Hð0Þ is rotationally invariant and contains no spins; in the
second equality we used that the dipole moment operator is
a vector so that ½Lσ; dμ ¼ iℏϵσμρdρ and that Lσj1si ¼ 0;
and finally, since the operators Hð0Þ and r−3 are spherically
symmetric, the spatial matrix element in the third line must
have the form CEδνρ, where CE is some constant. The μν
antisymmetry of the resulting expression implies that it
only couples to circularly polarization of the incident
radiation field (see Eq. (A1). Since the circular polarization
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of the CMB is a factor of ≪10−3 smaller than the
anisotropies, we will neglect it unless the hyperfine
Hamiltonian contributions that come from anisotropic
radiation are suppressed by some symmetry.
The hyperfine Hamiltonian given by Eq. (22.1) of
Ref. [45] contains terms of the form
Hð1Þhf ∋
2gpμNμB
ℏ2r3
ð3rˆαrˆβ − δαβÞSαIβ; ðA5Þ
where r is the electron position operator. (The remaining
terms either contain factors of L · I or S · I; the former is
suppressed since again it couples only to circular polari-
zation, and the latter is not relevant for energy splittings
since for all 1s F ¼ 1 states, S · I ¼ 1
4
ℏ2 is a constant.) The
term in Eq. (A5), however, leads to a nonzero contribution
in Eq. (A3). In the limit where ω≪ ωLyα so that we can
neglect ℏω in the denominators in Eq. (A3), we find that
Eq. (A3) reduces to
X
n
ðdμÞniðdνÞjn
Ej − En
¼ 2e2gpμNμBKνμ;αβ
× h1MFðjÞj
SαIβ
ℏ2
j1MFðiÞi; ðA6Þ
where the constant Kνμ;αβ is given by
Kνμ;αβ ¼ h1sjðrνGqαβGrμ þ qαβΠGrνGrμ
þ rνGrμGΠqαβÞj1si ðA7Þ
and we have used that dμ ¼ −erμ, introduced the quadru-
pole position operator qαβ ¼ ð3rˆαrˆβ − δαβÞ=r3 and the
Green’s function G¼ðE1s−Hð0ÞÞ−1. (Technically, G
should use the energy of the true hyperfine-split level
EF¼1 rather than the unperturbed 1s energy. This “residual”
correction [46] has no effect on the splitting of theMF sub
levels and is ignored here.) The projector Π is presented
here but is technically unnecessary since it always acts on a
state with l ¼ 2. The μ→ ν symmetry and the traceless-
symmetric nature of qαβ force Kνμ;αβ to have the form
Kνμ;αβ ¼ K

1
2
δναδμβ þ
1
2
δνβδμα −
1
3
δμνδαβ

; ðA8Þ
where K is a constant. A numerical evaluation gives
K ¼ 2.350 a0
e4
; ðA9Þ
the computation in Ref. [47] translated into the language of
our discussion gives the exact analytic value of the pre
factor as 47
20
, in agreement with our numerical estimate. (An
earlier version of the calculation is given by Ref. [48],
although it appears to be missing some terms.) It then
follows that the radiation-induced energy splitting in the
F ¼ 1 sublevels is
ΔEe:d:ji ¼ 4e2gpμNμBK
X
μν
h∶Eradð−Þμ EradðþÞν ∶i
× h1MFðjÞj
ShμIνi
ℏ2
j1MFðiÞi; ðA10Þ
where the angle brackets refer to the traceless-symmetriza-
tion of the indices shown.
The shift in Eq. (A10) is sourced entirely by the
traceless-symmetric part of the electric field covariance,
which is in turn sourced by the CMB temperature quadru-
pole anisotropy (and the polarization quadrupole, but we
ignore this here since the temperature anisotropy is
larger). In the case of isotropic radiation, the electric field
covariance is
h∶Eradð−Þμ EradðþÞν ∶iisotropic ¼
2
3
πaradT4γ δμν: ðA11Þ
If there is a radiation quadrupole a20, then using the rules
derived in Sec. III B for the temperature seen in different
directions, the traceless-symmetric part of this is
h∶Eradð−Þhμ EradðþÞνi ∶i ¼ −
4
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
3
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p aradT4γa20
0
B@
− 1
2
0 0
0 − 1
2
0
0 0 1
1
CA:
ðA12Þ
Since this quadrupole is symmetric around the z-axis, it
does not mix different MF states, but it does mean that the
MF ¼ 1 states shift relative to the MF ¼ 0 state. Using
the matrix elements
h11jShμIνi
ℏ2
j11i− h10jShμIνi
ℏ2
j10i¼
0
B@
−1
4
0 0
0 −1
4
0
0 0 1
2
1
CA; ðA13Þ
we see that
ΔEe:d:11 − ΔEe:d:10 ¼ −
4
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
pﬃﬃﬃ
5
p e2gpμNμBKaradT4γa20
¼ −4 × 10−12 s−1

Tγ
60 K

4
a20: ðA14Þ
This effect is 2–3 orders of magnitude smaller than the
magnetic dipole effect, and so it is neglected here.
We note that the blackbody radiation-induced shift in the
133Cs hyperfine transition frequency is due mainly to the
electric dipole rather than the magnetic dipole effect
[40,41]. The difference relative to the case of the hydrogen
atom is two-fold: (i) the existence of low-lying electric
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dipole transitions in the alkalis (e.g., ½Xe6s → ½Xe6p at
1.4 eV in Cs versus 1s → 2p at 10.2 eV in H) with large
matrix elements strongly enhances the Stark effect; and
(ii) the bulk of the quadratic Stark shift in the 1H hyperfine
frequency involves the contact interaction ∝ S · Iδð3ÞðrÞ
[47], which does not lift the degeneracy among the MF-
sublevels.
APPENDIX B: SPLITTINGS FROM OTHER
RADIATION SOURCES
We have considered the splitting ofMF-sublevels due to
the CMB anisotropy. However, in principle we must con-
sider splittings from other sources of anisotropic radiation.
These sources areweaker than the CMBbut may have larger
quadrupole moments. The three considered here are the
21 cm background itself, the kinematic quadrupole, and (at
lower redshift) starlight from early sources.
1. The 21 cm anisotropy
To study the effect of the 21 cm anisotropy, we must
return to Eq. (13) because this background consists of
radiation at ω ∼OðωhfÞ and hence the high-frequency limit
used for the CMB is inapplicable. We may instead replace
the blackbody formula for the magnetic field fluctuations
with the Rayleigh-Jeans limit,
h∶Bradð−Þμ BradðþÞν ∶i ¼ 2kB
3πc3
δμν
Z
ω2TRJðωÞdω; ðB1Þ
where TRJðωÞ is the classical (Rayleigh-Jeans) radiation
temperature. The replacement for Eq. (17) in the case of a
quadrupole moment in the a20 mode in the long-wave-
length radiation is then
ΔEm:d:11 − ΔEm:d:10
ℏ
¼ kBμ
2
Bωhfﬃﬃﬃ
5
p
π3=2ℏ2c3
Z
ω2
ω2 − ω2hf
× TRJðωÞa20ðωÞdω: ðB2Þ
For radiation sources such as the 21 cm radiation that
have ω ∼OðωhfÞ, the integral will be dominated by the
regime where ω ≈ ωhf. In this case, we may approximate
ω2=ðω2 − ω2hfÞ ≈ ωhf=2ðω − ωhfÞ. Endowing ωhf with an
infinitesimal positive imaginary part (equivalent to giving
the j1s; F ¼ 0i state an exponentially decaying natural
amplitude) then gives
ω2
ω2 − ω2hf
≈P
ωhf
2ðω − ωhfÞ
þ iπωhf
2
δðω − ωhfÞ; ðB3Þ
where P denotes the principal part (significant only when
taking the integral over ω). This results in
ΔEm:d:11 − ΔEm:d:10
ℏ
¼ kBμ
2
Bω
2
hf
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p
π3=2ℏ2c3

P
Z
TRJa20ðωÞ
ω − ωhf
dω
þ iπTRJðωhfÞa20ðωhfÞ

: ðB4Þ
Using that the Einstein coefficient for the 21 cm line is
A ¼ 4μ2Bðωhf=cÞ3=ð3ℏÞ and that T⋆ ¼ ℏωhf=kB, this sim-
plifies to
ΔEm:d:11 − ΔEm:d:10
ℏ
¼ 3Aﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
320π
p
T⋆

1
π
P
Z
TRJa20ðωÞ
ω − ωhf
dω
þ iTRJðωhfÞa20ðωhfÞ

: ðB5Þ
Since the difference of the temperatures seen by the x and y
dipoles and the z dipole is 3=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
80π
p
TRJa20ðωhfÞ, the last
term can be identified as the difference in lifetime (imagi-
nary energy) due to the orientation-dependent probability
for stimulated emission. This effect is already taken into
account in the formalism of V17 and should not be double-
counted; it is therefore dropped here.
In order to establish whether the splitting of the hyper-
fine line by ambient 21 cm radiation is significant, we need
an order-of-magnitude argument for Eq. (B5). This can be
obtained by supposing that at any given point r, the 21 cm
radiation from neighboring points is of the form
TRJðr;ω; nˆÞ ¼ ½isotropic þ
∂T21
∂δ δðrþ snˆÞ; ðB6Þ
where s ¼ ðωhf − ωÞ=ðaHÞ is the comoving distance over
which a photon redshifts from the hyperfine frequency ωhf
to ω. The multiplying factor ∂T21=∂δ (units of K) is the
change in 21 cm brightness temperature per unit change in
the over density, measured at the redshift of interest (i.e., it
is a factor of 1þ z greater than the corresponding factor
observed at Earth and thus reported in predictions of the
21 cm signal [26]). This approach neglects redshift-space
distortions, which should suffice for an order of magnitude
calculation. We take TRJ to be isotropic blue ward of the
21 cm line, since the 21 cm emission (or absorption) has no
effect there. We then find that the frequency splitting in
Eq. (B5) reduces to
Δω10¼
3Aﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
320π3
p
T⋆
∂T21
∂δ
Z
δðrþsnˆÞY20ðnÞ
ds
s
d2nˆ: ðB7Þ
The variance of the integral I can be obtained from the
power spectrum of the matter,
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VarI ¼
Z
d3k
ð2πÞ3 PδðkÞ

Z
d2nˆY20ðnˆÞ
Z
ds
s
eik·snˆ
2
¼
Z
d3k
ð2πÞ3 PδðkÞ
 − 4πY20ðkˆÞ
Z
ds
s
j2ðksÞ
2
¼
Z
2k2dk
9π
PδðkÞ
¼ 4π
9
σ2δ; ðB8Þ
where we have used the identity
R∞
0 j2ðxÞdx=x ¼ 13. Thus
the root-mean-square frequency splitting coming from the
20 quadrupole moment is
½VarΔω101=2 ¼
A
4
ﬃﬃﬃ
5
p
πT⋆
∂T21
∂δ σδ: ðB9Þ
At e.g., z ¼ 40, typical values of ∂T21=∂δ and σδ are −1 K
(remember the factor of 1þ z since we want the temper-
ature perturbations at z ¼ 40) and 0.1, respectively [26];
this leads to a root-mean-square frequency splitting of
1.5 × 10−16 s−1. This is two orders of magnitude smaller
than the splitting coming from the CMB anisotropy, and
hence is neglected here. We also note that the 21 cm self-
induced quadrupole should be further distinguishable from
a gravitational wave signal, since it peaks on smaller scales
(it “inherits” the shape of the density power spectrum,
with no factors of k). Moreover, it is locally sourced, and
does not have a preferred direction coherent over large
scales in the same sense as the CMB quadrupole-induced
polarization.
2. Kinematic quadrupole
The motion of baryonic gas relative to the CMB rest
frame leads to a dipole intensity perturbation at linear order
as measured in the baryon rest frame. However, a dipole
intensity perturbation does not split the MF sub levels of
hydrogen—only a quadrupole perturbation does that. At
second order in the baryon-radiation relative velocity,
however, the baryons see a “kinematic quadrupole” due
to second-order terms in the Doppler shift formula [49]; see
Ref. [50] for an extensive discussion in the context of
secondary CMB anisotropies.
The splitting due to the kinematic CMB quadrupole can
easily be computed. Let us first consider the case of a gas
parcel moving at velocity βc in the z-direction. The squared
CMB temperature seen by that parcel in direction nˆ is
TðnÞ
Tγ

2
¼ 1þ 2βP1ðnˆ3Þ þ 2β2P2ðnˆ3Þ þOðβ3Þ: ðB10Þ
Recall that the dynamic magnetic dipole splitting of theMF
levels is proportional to radiation temperature squared, so
we should consider the quadrupole moment of T2 rather
than some other power. This is equivalent to a an anisotropy
akin20 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4π=5
p
β2. Generalizing to arbitrary β gives
akin2m ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6π
p X
m0m00
ð−1Þm

2 1 1
−m m0 m00

βm0βm00 ; ðB11Þ
where the polar components of βm have been used, the form
with the 3j symbol is required by spherical symmetry, and
the prefactor was chosen to reproduce the specific example
considered above. The power spectrum corresponding to
the kinematic quadrupole is
Ckin2 ¼ hjakin2mj2i ¼
4π
15
β4rms; ðB12Þ
where βrms is the root-mean-square baryon velocity relative
to the CMB (summed over all axes: i.e., hβm0βm00 i ¼
β2rmsδm0m00=3) and we have assumed a Gaussian velocity
distribution so that Wick’s theorem applies in the simpli-
fication of Eq. (B12).
The root-mean-square velocity is given in linear pertur-
bation theory by
βrms ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃZ
dk
k
Δ2δðkÞ

faH
k

2
s
ðB13Þ
and should scale in linear perturbation theory as
∝ð1þ zÞ−1=2. Using the Fisher matrix code of Ref. [51],
the above integral evaluates to 5.3 × 10−4 at z ¼ 19. We
thus conclude from Eq. (B12) that
Ckin2 ¼ 6.4 × 10−14

1þ z
20

−2
: ðB14Þ
As compared to the primordial quadrupole of C2 ¼
Δ2ζ=25 ¼ 10−10, this is smaller by a factor of 1600
(in power).
However, the expected contamination to the primordial
gravitational wave signal is much lower since the velocity
perturbations are dominated by small scales—of order
k ∼ keq—whereas the CMB perturbations (including those
from tensor modes) are dominated by the horizon scale,
k ∼ aH. To determine the kinematic quadrupole fluctua-
tions on large scales, we write the power spectrum,
hakin2m ðkÞakin2m0 ðkÞi¼ð2πÞ3δmm0PðmÞkin ðkÞδð3Þðk−k0Þ; ðB15Þ
where we set k to be on the z-axis. The power spectra
PðmÞkin ðkÞ ¼ Pð−mÞkin ðkÞ by parity. Since akin2m is a simple
product of velocities in real space, its power spectrum is
an autoconvolution of the velocity power spectrum, which
is the density power spectrum multiplied by factors of
faH=k1 and with a factor of kˆ1:
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PðmÞkin ðkÞ ¼ 12π
Z
d3k1
ð2πÞ3

faH
k1

2

faH
k2

2
× Pδðk1ÞPδðk2Þ
X
m1m2m3m4

2 1 1
−m m1 m2

×

2 1 1
−m m3 m4

½kˆ1m1 ½kˆ2m2 ½kˆ1m3 ½kˆ2m4 ;
ðB16Þ
where k2 ≡ k − k1. [The factor of 12π comes from theﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6π
p
in Eq. (B11) and a combinatorial factor of 2.] In the
limit of k≪ keq, we may approximate k2 ≈ −k1 and this
simplifies to
PðmÞkin ðkÞ ¼ 12π
Z
d3k1
ð2πÞ3

faH
k1

4
½Pδðk1Þ2
×
X
m3m4

2 1 1
−m m3 m4

½kˆ1m3 ½kˆ1m4
2;
¼ 4
25π
Z
k21

faH
k1

4
½Pδðk1Þ2dk1; ðB17Þ
where in the second equality we performed the angular
integral over kˆ1, leaving only the radial integral explicit.
(The angular average of the square norm in the first
expression is 2=75.) This integral is independent of m
and evaluates to limk→0P
ðmÞ
kin ðkÞ¼1.9×10−7Mpc3 at z¼19.
For a white noise spectrum (independent of k), and
taking into account the 5 possible values of m¼−2;…þ2,
the total variance coming from scales <kcut is
ð5k3cut=6π2ÞPðkÞ. This leaves
Ckin2 ð<kcutÞ ¼ 6 × 10−17

kcut
2.8aH

3
ðB18Þ
at z ¼ 19. We have scaled kcut relative to the wave number
2.8aH, since modes with k < 2.8aH contribute 90% of the
variance of the CMB quadrupole. This suggests that at the
horizon scale, kcut=ðaHÞ ∼Oð1Þ, the kinematic quadrupole
is 6 orders of magnitude below the CMB quadrupole, and
hence would only become important for an experiment
capable of probing tensor-to-scalar ratios of Oð10−6Þ. This
leaves aside the fact that the kinematic quadrupole is
derived from the scalar perturbations and hence it should
be possible to predict it from the density field measured in
21 cm experiments.
3. Starlight
At the lower redshifts, which are also the most obser-
vationally accessible, the spin temperature of the hydrogen
atoms is likely to be “pumped” to Ts ≈ Tk by Lyman-α
radiation [52–56]. However, during this epoch the ambient
radiation field of the starlight—which is probably much
more anisotropic than the CMB—will lead to a radiatively-
induced splitting of the hydrogen F ¼ 1 level. In order to
assess the suitability of this epoch for studies of primordial
gravitational waves, we need to determine the order of
magnitude of this effect.
We first note that, according to our calculations of the
energy splittings induced by anisotropic blackbodies, that
the electric dipole splitting will dominate at temperatures
exceeding ∼600 K or photon wavelengths λ≲ 5 μm,
because of the additional two powers of frequency. (This
ultimately results from the fact that the magnetic dipole
operator connects the 1s levels to each other, whereas the
electric dipole operator only connects them to electroni-
cally excited states np.) Thus for our studies of starlight-
induced splitting, we focus on the electric dipole rather than
the magnetic dipole splitting. This splitting is proportional
to the covariance matrix of the electric field, and hence to
the total energy density multiplied by the anisotropy. If we
assume an order-unity anisotropy, then we should estimate
the order of magnitude of the electric dipole splitting by the
replacement in Eq. (A14):
aradT4γa20 → nbϵ⋆; ðB19Þ
where ϵ⋆ is the energy in starlight per baryon. This leads to
ΔEe:d:11 − ΔEe:d:10
ℏ
∼ 10−19 s−1

1þ z
20

3 ϵ⋆
eV
; ðB20Þ
where the 1þ z scaling arises since we normalized the
starlight energy to the number of baryons. The evolution of
ϵ⋆ is uncertain, but it is estimated that the Lyman-α
coupling becomes saturated (in the sense of x˜α ∼ 1) when
there are 3 eVof starlight per baryon per ln ν in the vicinity
of Lyman-α [57]. If a fraction of order unity of the starlight
from early galaxies emerges in the far-ultraviolet, then, it is
reasonable to expect an energy splitting of ≲10−18 s−1 due
to starlight when x˜α ∼ 1 (we use the ≲ sign here since the
anisotropy of the radiation may be less than of order unity).
This is ∼4 orders of magnitude less than the expected
energy splitting from the CMB, and hence we neglect it.
APPENDIX C: DEPOLARIZATION DUE
TO LYMAN-α SCATTERING
In this section,we consider neutral hydrogenatoms (in their
ground 1s electronic state) immersed inside an isotropic and
unpolarized Lyman-α radiation field. The resonant scattering
of the photons within the Lyman-α line causes two-step
transitions between the hyperfine sublevels. We will write
down the resulting evolution of the atomic density matrix
within the hyperfine basis, and infer the rate of depolarization
of aligned states (i.e., states with nonzero P1m).
Note that due to the above assumptions, there is no tensor
of spin greater than zero that we can form from the incident
Lyman-α radiation field. If we neglect stimulated emission
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from the short-lived intermediate state in the scattering
process, the rates do not depend on the outgoing radiation.
Hence, Lyman-α scattering can only connect the spherical
components of the atomic density matrix [the Pjm of
Eq. (1)] with the same j and m.
In the space of the hyperfine sublevels of the 1s state, the
perturbation due to resonant scattering is similar to the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (7). The relevant terms are those with
the intermediate state [labeled by the index n in Eq. (7)]
within the 2p state. In our application, we replace the
energy En → En − iΓn, where the width Γn accounts for the
finite lifetime of the 2p states.
The interaction matrix element between the atom and a
photon is
hajHintjii ¼ −dai ·E ¼ −i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2πω
p
e · dai; ðC1Þ
where e and E are the polarization and electric field of the
photon, and d is the transition dipole moment. In this
equation (and in the rest of the section), we omit all factors
of ℏ and c.
The cross section for the transition between levels i → f
is given by the Fermi golden rule:
dσi→f ¼ 2πjΔEfij2
ω2Bd
2nˆB
ð2πÞ3 ; ðC2Þ
whereωB and nˆB are the energy and direction of the outgoing
photon, the final term is its density of states, and the term
ΔEfi is obtained by substituting Eq. (C1) into Eq. (7).
1
For the purposes of fixing the notation, we first write
down the net cross-section in the case where the initial atom
is not polarized, i.e., only the net populationP00 is nonzero.
The initial state can have either Fi ¼ 0 or 1. Expanding out
the matrix element in Eq. (C2), we get
dσi→f ¼ ωAω3Bcμναβi→f e¯BμeAν eBα e¯Aβd2nˆB; ðC3Þ
where
cμναβi→f ¼
1
2Fi þ 1
e4
X
mi;mf
X
a;b
×
hfjrμjaihajrνjiihijrβjbihbjrαjfi
ðωþ ωi − ωa þ iΓa=2Þðω0 þ ωf − ωb − iΓb=2Þ
:
ðC4Þ
In the above equation, the subscript A refers to the
incoming photon, the unsubscripted letter e is the charge
of the electron (not to be confused with the polarization of
the photon, whose components are always subscripted),
and Greek indices indicate the spherical coordinate system,
conjugates in which are indicated by bars. The sums over
the azimuthal quantum numbers are equivalent to averaging
over the orientation of the spin of the initial atom, and
summing over that of the final atom.
The average over the polarization of the incoming
photon, and the sum over the polarization and direction
of the outgoing photon lead to the replacement
e¯BμeAν eBα e¯Aβd
2nˆB →
8π
3
gμαgνβ; ðC5Þ
where gμν ¼ ð−1Þμδμ;−ν is the metric tensor in the spherical
coordinate system.
Next, we need to generalize Eq. (C3) to the case where
the initial and final states of the atoms are polarized, i.e.,
some Pjm with j ≠ 0 is nonzero. An inspection of Eq. (C4)
points the way forward: we need to replace the uniform
sums over the azimuthal quantum numbers mi and mj with
weighted sums, with coefficients that project out the
spherical components Pjm from the density matrix com-
ponents ρm1m2 .
We can read off these coefficients from the definition in
Eq. (1) and its inverse. We write these down for a general
level with total angular momentum F:
PFjm ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð2jþ 1Þð2F þ 1Þ
p
×
X
m1;m2
ð−1ÞF−m2

F j F
−m2 m m1

ρFm1;Fm2 ðC6Þ
and
ρFm1;Fm2 ¼
X
jm
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2jþ 1
2F þ 1
r
ð−1ÞF−m2

F j F
−m2 m m1

Pjm:
ðC7Þ
One final identity we need is the decomposition of the
combination of metric tensors in Eq. (C5) into spin-K
irreducible parts, which facilitates the rest of the calculation
(see Ref. [55]):
gμαgνβ ¼
X2
K¼0
ΠðKÞμναβ;
where ΠðKÞμναβ ¼ ð2K þ 1Þ
X
mK
ð−1ÞK−mK

1 1 K
μ ν mK

×

1 1 K
α β −mK

: ðC8Þ
1This derivation is standard, and we have omitted the inter-
mediate steps. The reader might be confused by the fact that both
the perturbation of Eq. (9), and the rate for a process with a cross
section (which is nominally the square of the perturbation) are
both linear in the flux of the incident radiation. The resolution is
that in the derivation of the transition rate, the average over the
radiation field should be performed after squaring the matrix
elements (for more information, see, e.g., Sec. 61 of Ref. [58], or
the derivation of Eq. (III,11) of Ref. [59]).
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Now we have all the pieces needed to calculate the cross
section σi→f;ðjÞ for the scattering of the jth spherical
moment from the level i to f (i.e., PFijm → P
Fj
jm). First,
we begin with Eq. (C4), in which we replace the sums over
mi and mj with weights chosen from Eqs. (C6) and (C7) to
project out the ðj; mÞ moment in both the initial state i, and
final state j. Second, we use the Wigner-Eckart theorem for
all the matrix elements in Eq. (C4). Third, we average and
sum over the polarizations of the initial and final photons,
respectively using Eq. (C5). Finally, we substitute
Eq. (C8) for the metric tensors, and write the required
cross section as
σi→f;ðjÞ ¼
8π
9
ωAω
3
B
X
K
G¯ðKÞi→f;ðjÞ: ðC9Þ
The right-hand side is a sum over irreducible spherical
components (of spin-K) of this cross section, each of
which is
G¯ðKÞi→f;ðjÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2jþ 1
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2Ff þ 1
2Fi þ 1
s
ð2K þ 1Þe4
X
μ;ν;α;β;MK;m1;m2;m01;m
0
2
;a;b;ma;mb;j0;m0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2j0 þ 1
p hfkrkaihajrkiihikrkbihbkrkfi
ðΔωai þ iΓa=2ÞðΔωbi − iΓb=2Þ
× ð−1ÞK−MK

1 1 K
μ ν MK

1 1 K
α β −MK

ð−1ÞFf−m2

Ff j Ff
−m2 m m1

ð−1ÞFi−m02

Fi j0 Fi
−m02 m0 m01

× ð−1ÞFf−m1

Ff 1 Fa
−m1 μ ma

ð−1ÞFa−ma

Fa 1 Fi
−ma ν m01

× ð−1ÞFi−m02

Fi 1 Fb
−m02 β mb

ð−1ÞFb−mb

Fb 1 Ff
−mb α m2

: ðC10Þ
The double-barred symbols are the reduced matrix ele-
ments of the position operator. This expression can be
simplified using the definition of the 6j symbol:
G¯ðKÞi→f;ðjÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Ffþ1
2Fiþ1
s
ð2Kþ1Þe4
×
X
a;b
hfkrkaihajrkiihikrkbihbkrkfi
ðΔωaiþ iΓa=2iÞðΔωbi− iΓb=2Þ
ð−1ÞKþj
×
	
K Fi Ff
Fa 1 1

	
K Ff Fi
Fb 1 1

	
j Fi Fi
K Ff Ff


:
ðC11Þ
Given this result, we can perform the sum over the index K
in Eq. (C9) and use the symmetries of the reduced matrix
elements to obtain
X
K
G¯ðKÞi→f;ðjÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Ff þ 1
2Fi þ 1
s
e4
×
X
a;b
hakrkfihakrkiihbkrkiihbkrkfi
ðΔωai þ iΓa=2ÞðΔωbi − iΓb=2Þ
× ð−1ÞFi−Ff
	
Fa Fb j
Fi Fi 1

	
Fa Fb j
Ff Ff 1


:
ðC12Þ
The Lyman-α line is split into six lines due to spin-orbit and
hyperfine corrections; their parameters are given in Ta-
ble B1 of Ref. [55]. Exactly following their treatment, we
can express the reduced matrix elements in terms of the
(identical) HWHM of these lines γ2p ¼ Γ2p=4π, and the
terms involving the frequency offsets lead to the line and
interference profiles, ϕAAðνÞ and ϕABðνÞ.
We substitute the result of Eq. (C12) into Eq. (C9), and
set ωA ≈ ωB in the prefactor. If we take j ¼ 0, this gives the
cross sections in the unpolarized case, which were com-
puted in Ref. [55]. We list here the relevant unpolarized
cross sections:
σ1→1 ¼
3
2
λ2Lyαγ2p

1
9
ϕAA þ
4
27
ϕBB þ
1
27
ϕDD
þ 5
9
ϕEE þ
4
27
ϕBD

and
σ1→0 ¼
3
2
λ2Lyαγ2p

2
27
ϕBB þ
2
27
ϕDD −
4
27
ϕBD

: ðC13Þ
Both the cross sections and line profiles are functions of
frequency, which we have suppressed in the above equa-
tions. In the language of V17, these cross sections together
give the depopulation rate of the F ¼ 1 level.
The main new result in this section is the cross section
for scattering the j ¼ 1 moment from the F ¼ 1 level to
itself (or the repopulation rate, in the language of V17):
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σ1→1;ð1Þ ¼
3
2
λ2Lyαγ2p

1
27
ϕBB þ
1
108
ϕDD þ
5
12
ϕEE þ
4
27
ϕAB þ
2
27
ϕAD þ
1
27
ϕBD þ
5
27
ϕBE þ
5
54
ϕDE

: ðC14Þ
Putting everything together, the net depletion rate of the orientation P1m due to Lyman-α scattering is
dP1m
dt

Lyα
¼ −4π
Z
dνJðνÞðσ1→1 þ σ1→0 − σ1→1;ð1ÞÞP1m
¼ −6πλ2Lyαγ2pJðνLyαÞP1m
Z
dν
JðνÞ
JðνLyαÞ
×

1
9
ϕAA þ
5
27
ϕBB þ
11
108
ϕDD þ
5
36
ϕEE −
4
27
ϕAB −
2
27
ϕAD −
1
27
ϕBD −
5
27
ϕBE −
5
54
ϕDE

: ðC15Þ
If we neglect the spectral distortion in the core of the line, the flux ratio inside the integrand equals unity. Under this
assumption, the remainder of the integrand is composed solely of known line profiles; we use the line parameters from
Ref. [55] to numerically compute the integral, which evaluates to 0.445. This is the source of the extra prefactor in Eq. (35).
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